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Introduction

Status of CLIC cost study estimate is still premature. 

However, already looking at order of magnitude costs of some
key items gives guidelines for the parameter choices !

CLIC can only become reality if three conditions are met

Convincing physics case

Technical feasibility

Affordability



Some typical costs, 
Tunnel

LEP tunnel construction (1985)  22 MCHF/km

add 40% for technical services
add 20 % for inflation

37 MCHF/km

just straight tunnel, no surface buildings, no caverns …



Some typical costs cont., 
Electricity

average CERN electricity costs March-November:       33.1 CHF/MWh

assuming 200 days of running / year 
100 MW mains power consumption cost                      15.9 MCHF / year

________________________________________________________________

The power line supplying CERN with electricity
can deliver up to 1 GW of power.

The present substation connecting CERN to the power line is limited to 0.5 GW



Some typical costs cont.
Damping Rings

100 MCHF ?
(with sc wigglers)

70 MCHF
(commisioned 2001; 
full energy injector incl.)

Investment cost
without manpower
and buildings

360 m280 mCircumference

2.5 GeV2.7 GeVEnergy

one CLIC DRSLS 



Some typical costs cont.
Beam Delivery

600 MCHF ?282 MCHF
(2004 cost estimate)

Cost estimate
without manpower
and buildings

5.2 km2.9 kmLength 
(both sides)

3 TeV1.5 TeVEnergy

CLIC 
BDS

NLC 
BDS



Some typical costs cont., 
DBA Modulator & Klystrons

Modulator & Klystron unit (with LLRF, waveguides etc.)
using TESLA data with some fudge factors we expect for a
40MW, 94 μs, 150 Hz CLIC MDK

total cost / unit ~3    MCHF

The cost of the charging power supply
contributes ~0.5 MCHF to the unit cost.
The cost of this item is roughly proportional 
to average power of klystron

cost of  352 units ~1056 MCHF



Some typical costs cont., 
DBA klystron operation costs

5 years klystron lifetime 
(replacement costs cheaper than new because partly refurbished)

Replacement costs ~67 kCHF klystron/year

_____________________________________________________

Each modulator pulls ~ 1 MW mains power during operation
assuming 200 days of operation each year (i.e. 4800 MWh)

Electricity ~159 kCHF klystron/year



Some typical costs cont., 
DB turn around

The cost of a drive beam turnaround including beam line, 
kicker, DB sector dump and civil engineering is of the order

~10 MCHF



Some conclusions  
For the price of an extra 14 km of tunnel (empty !)  you can increase power input by 
325 MW for 10 years.
_______________________________________________________________________

Assume somebody finds a very expensive method to improve beam parameters at the I.P. 
such that Luminosity/PBeam increases by 50% (with DR, LET, BDS …).

For a constant luminosity the savings in power consumption over 10 years would justify 
the use of this method,  if the implementation costs are less than 180 MCHF 
(i.e. roughly doubling DR costs)
_______________________________________________________________________

Assume a new set of parameters reduces the number of DBA 40 MW klystrons for 
constant luminosity by a factor 2 at the expense of a reduced Luminosity /PMains ratio.

The savings in modulator and klystron investment will more than balance the increased 
electricity cost if the efficiency ratio is more than 63% of the original value.  
_______________________________________________________________________

Luminosity /PMains ratio is without doubt important. However, the electricity bill is a relative 
small part of the overall costs ! 



CLIC raw materials,  I CLIC raw materials,  II


